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Direct measurement of flight environment on a heat shield of a Reusable Launch Vehicle
(RLV) is critical due to the extremely aerothermal heating experiences during the reentry
phase. An alternative approach is to install thermocouple several millimeters below the
heat shield surface to measure the heat shield temperature response and solve the
associated inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) in order to reconstruct the surface heat
flux using the measured temperature response. The material properties and thicknesses of
the Thermal protection system (TPS) make the reconstruction process more challenging
when the thermocouples are placed far away from the surface. The focus of this thesis is to
develop a solution for IHCP’s using digital filter approach. A step by step solution strategy
is developed using Tikhonov regularization method to reconstruct the surface heat flux on
the surface of a Four-layer TPS model. The solution to the inverse problem is written in a
digital filter form which allows real-time surface heat flux estimation. To evaluate the
solution, several numerical test cases were developed in ANSYS. The results show that the
developed filter based solution can successfully estimate transient surface heat fluxes using
temperature measurement data from the inner layer in a near real-time fashion. A
parametric analysis is also conducted in order to investigate the effect of a variety of
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parameters (sensor location, the thickness of the layers and time step) on the performance
of the solution.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE

1.1

Introduction

Hypersonic vehicles that enter a planetary atmosphere must operate safely under hightemperature conditions. The thermal protection of the system depends on the hyperthermal
environment to which these materials are exposed. Several challenges are imposed on the
design and development of a thermal shield for hypersonic vehicles. The major challenge
is the selection of a material and design structure that can withstand the aerothermal loads
at high speed and light in weight. The aerodynamic heating plays a predominant role in
structural loads. The material able to withstand high loads is degraded due to aerodynamic
heating, which results in extreme temperatures on the surface of the thermal shield. Thus,
the surface must be modeled in such a way that it can sustain extreme heat flux without
collapsing and protect the underlying structure. The features incorporated into the
hypersonic vehicle to protect the surface from aerodynamic heating is known as the
thermal protection system (TPS). The main role of the heat shield is to regulate the heat
flow to and from the vehicle airframe to maintain the underlying structure within
acceptable temperature limits. Generally, TPS is defined as the outer surface of the vehicle
because it often covers much of the exterior surface of the vehicle to protect it from
aerothermal heating [1]. The TPS must work as an aerodynamic body, as a structural
component, and as a thermal insulator [2]. Therefore, it is essential for the designers to
have prior accurate information regarding the thermal properties and surface temperature
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distribution of the hypersonic vehicle to develop a heat shielding system capable of
ensuring the vehicle’s survival as it returns to Earth.
A new challenge faced by structural engineers is to develop a structure that can withstand
harsh environments and can be reused with minimum maintenance. It is very difficult to
estimate the aerodynamic heating on the surface of the re-entry vehicle. In fact, due to the
interaction of the vehicle with the atmosphere, most parts of the kinetic energy is converted
into thermal energy. Obviously, under this circumstance installing the sensor on the surface
of the TPS is impossible [3]. However, the temperature sensor can be placed appropriately
far from the heated surface in the thermal protection layer, and the interior temperatures
can be measured. Therefore, inverse techniques can be implemented to reconstruct the heat
flux using the interior temperature data. The primary purpose of predicting heat flux is to
size the TPS heatshield; any error in the estimation of the aerothermal environment can
lead to heat shield failure or unnecessarily massive heatshield, which deprives the system
of valuable payload mass. Heat flux is not an intrinsic property, unlike temperature or
pressure, thus making it a difficult quantity to measure. A direct heat flux measurement
sensor is available which uses temperature measurements on either side of a material with
known configuration and thermal properties. Most commonly available heat flux
measurement sensors for measuring heat flux on the surface of heatshield are SchmidtBoelter, Gardon gages, and slug calorimeters. Heat flux is inferred from the temperature
difference and heatshield thermal properties by the heat flux sensors mentioned here.

1.2

Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLV)

In the 21st century, one of the most important needs of the space industry is to reduce the
cost of access to space. More money is being invested by government and industry to
launch satellites for various civilian and space exploration purposes. Building an
International Space Station and future missions to Mars and the moon may require many
launches. According to one study, the delivered cost per pound of payload into space
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increased considerably in the period 1990 to 2000. Thus, a significant improvement in the
form of development of a new vehicle or the implementation of the new concept for space
launch is required. One of the most important goals of the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration (NASA) has been to reduce the launch payload cost to low earth orbit by an
order of magnitude.
Today, expandable rocket launch vehicles are the least expensive means of delivering a
payload into space, such as the United States’ Delta, Europe’s Ariane, Russia’s Proton,
China’s Long March, and India’s Geosynchronous Satellite Launching Vehicles (GSLV).
Although these vehicles launch the majority of the payloads into space, their biggest
disadvantage is that they are for one time use and necessitate a completely new launch
vehicle for every launch. NASA built a partially reusable vehicle which offered more
capabilities and could be used as a short-term space laboratory, deliver a payload to low
earth orbit, and repair and retrieve malfunctioning satellites. However, it required
considerable refurbishment of solid rocket boosters, replacement of external tanks for the
shuttle main engine, and maintenance of the shuttle between flights. The maintenance
system for the engine and the TPS posed a major challenge for the Orbiter between flights
since approximately of 40,000 hours are required for the maintenance of the TPS alone [4].
NASA conducted a study, “Access to space” in 1993[5], which concluded that a single
stage to orbit (SSTO), and a fully reusable launch vehicle (RLV) the Venture Star [6] can
reduce the launching costs significantly. Thus, the requirement for low maintenance and an
extremely light TPS drives the need for an improvement in the concepts.

1.3

Need for Thermal Protection System

During planetary reentry, the space shuttle orbiter is moving about 17,000 mph, or over
Mach 20 and up to Mach 40. The aerodynamic heating increases with the velocity than the
drag [7]. Therefore, at hypersonic speeds, aerodynamic heating of the vehicle increases
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much more rapidly with velocity. Thus, aerodynamic heating plays a predominant role in
the TPS design. The TPS is exposed to a variety of environmental conditions at a different
time during its flight. The aerodynamic heating and pressure are mainly dependent on the
vehicle shape and the trajectories.
Early TPS used single-use ablators, such as Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo, which absorbed
the heat on the surface by ablation and thus prevented the heat entering the capsule
[8,9,10]. The TPS made of high-temperature-resistant ceramic tiles and blankets [11] acts
as insulators and prevents heat from reaching the subsurface. However, these tiles are very
brittle and susceptible to damage, even to small impact loads. In order to overcome these
difficulties, NASA scientists developed metallic honeycomb sandwich panels as the outer
surface for a fully metallic ARMOR TPS for the Venture Star program. Therefore, in order
to reduce the cost of launching, a lightweight TPS with suitable thermal protection should
be designed. This can be achieved by combining the function of load-bearing and thermal
protection into the structure. The TPS structure which has robust load-bearing capacity is
called Integral Thermal protection system (ITPS). The major challenge for an ITPS is that
the requirement of a load-bearing member and a TPS are contradictory to one another.

1.4

Types of Thermal Protection Systems

The type of TPS and design required depends on the magnitude and duration of the surface
aerothermal heating. Several different types of TPS may be used on the same vehicle, as
the heating varies over the surface of a vehicle. The TPS concepts are broadly divided into
three broad categories: passive, semi-passive, and active [1].

1.4.1

Passive

Passive TPS concept has no working fluid to remove the surface heat. The heat is
either radiated from the top surface or absorbed into the structure during the high
heating periods and dissipated it after the heating subsidies. Passive TPS system is
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the simplest and most suitable for the low heat load. Three different types of
passive TPS concepts are presented here: Heat sink, Hot surface, and insulated
structure [12: p.25] are depicted in Figure 1-1
Heat sink: In the heat sink concept, a major portion of the incident heat load is
absorbed and stored in the TPS structure. The amount of heat absorbed depends on
the maximum temperature, mass, specific heat capacity, and initial temperature of
the material exposed to the harsh environment. This concept is simple and reliable
to design. The primary disadvantage of this concept is to achieve high-heat loads, a
higher amount of TPS material has to be used which imposes weight penalty. The
heat sink concept has been used on the afterbodies of Mercury and Gemini reentry
vehicles and for the nose of early ICBM’s and for the structure of the X-15
vehicles [13].
Hot structure: The hot structure design allows increasing the temperature of the
hot surface equivalent to the radiation equilibrium temperature so that the majority
of the incident heat is radiated out of the TPS. Conceptually the approach is
simple, whereas designing a hot structure are complicated by several practical
consideration. Thus the hot surface is being considered for control surfaces and
wings of RLV’s. The radiation equilibrium temperature is the surface temperature
at which the incident heating is equivalent to the heat flux radiated out, which can
be determined by the surface emissivity of the Top surface of TPS. Therefore,
high service temperature material is used in the hot structure approach.
Insulated structure: This approach features both heat sink concept and hot
structure. Similar to the hot surface approach, the insulated structure approach
radiate heat away when the temperature of the top surface increase close to
radiation equilibrium temperature. Insulation materials are used as the outer
surface of the TPS which conducts only a fraction of the incident heat into the
underlying structure. Insulation TPS does not generally carry any primary vehicle
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mechanical load, therefore they are made up of thin gauge material and lowdensity insulation materials.

Figure 1-1: Schematic of Passive TPS

1.4.2

Semi-passive

Semi-passive TPS uses a working fluid or coolant to remove the extreme heat from
the surface of the TPS without any requirement of an external system to circulate
the coolant during flights. Two semi-passive TPS concepts are discussed here,
which are heat pipes and ablators, as shown Figure 1-2.
Heat pipes: Heat pipes are used for areas where there is a localized area of
extremely high heating with an adjacent area of low heating; in this approach, high
heat is absorbed into the heat pipe by the working fluid in the heated area. The
resulting absorbed heat vaporizes the working fluid and flows into the cooler, lowpressure region where it condenses and rejects heat to the cooler structure. By
capillary action of a wick, the condensed coolant fluid is returned to the hotter
region. The wing leading edge of the National aerospace plane [14] was equipped
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with the refractory metal heat pipe embedded into the carbon-carbon composite
TPS.
Ablators: The advancements in the technology and techniques gave rise to an
ablative material which dissipates heat by sacrificing removal of surface material.
Ablators undergo a chemical degradation that generates gases which dissipate the
aerodynamic heat, thereby blocking the heat from reaching the vehicle subsurface.
The ablator is viable only for single use reentry capsules and planetary exploration
probes, due to the small area of thermal protection. Thus, it is not a viable
approach for covering a large area on the RLV.

Figure 1-2: Schematic of Semi-Passive TPS

1.4.3

Active TPS

Active TPS concept uses an external system that provides coolants to dissipate heat
continuously and block the heat from reaching the structure during the flight.
Three commonly used active cooling TPS concepts are illustrated below:
transpirational cooling, film cooling, and convective cooling [12: p.24] shown in
Figure 1-3.
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The transpiration and film cooling works under the principle similar to that of
ablation TPS. A working fluid is circulated along the surface and evaporates by
absorbing the aerodynamical heating, preventing the heat from reaching the
structure. Similar to the ablator, transpiration and film cooling can accommodate
high heat fluxes. In transpirational cooling, fluid is ejected through a porous
surface, whereas in film cooling, fluid is ejected parallel to the flow from discrete
slots.
In the convective cooling concept, a coolant is circulated through the passage into
the structure by using an external pumping system to remove the absorbed heat.
Due to the use of an external pumping system and coolant, a weight challenge is
imposed on the design of the launch vehicles. A review of actively cooled structure
for an engine nozzle of X-33 was studied [15].

Figure 1-3: Schematic of Active TPS
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1.5

Objective

The objective of this research is to develop a simple and robust inverse technique for
reconstructing the aerothermal heating response on the surface of a TPS for Reusable
launch vehicles. For this purpose two tasks were performed and as given below.
1. Develop an improved Inverse Heat Conduction Problem (IHCP) algorithm to
permit accurate, robust and near real-time reconstruction of the heat flux using
temperature data from sub-surface thermocouples for a material exhibiting linear
thermal properties.
2. Perform a parametric study to find the effect of some of the key parameters
including sensor locations and thicknesses of each layer on the performance of the
proposed algorithm.

1.6

Thesis outline

The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 presents the background of passive TPS, the
basic difference between direct and inverse method, and discusses the IHCP algorithm
implemented for this study, neglecting surface recession and decomposition. Chapter 3
presents the solution of the proposed algorithm for reconstructing the heat flux and
demonstrates its performance in numerical examples. Chapter 4 presents the parametric
study of thermal analysis and sensor location for the TPS. Chapter 5 presents the
conclusion and recommendations for future works.
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Chapter 2
PROBLEM STATEMENT
A detailed background of TPS is discussed in this chapter, as well as the inverse method
framework developed for estimating the aerothermal heating. First, a basic distinction
between the direct and inverse method for the thermal response is presented. Next, a
detailed background on the inverse heat transfer problems and different algorithms are
presented. In the final section of this chapter, the methodology used for solving the direct
problem to provide the subsurface temperature measurements of the TPS materials are
reviewed.

2.1

Background of Thermal Protection System (TPS)

Over the last fifty years, many types of heat shielding solutions have been identified and
formulated depending on their operating conditions and a large spectrum of the
hyperthermal environment. TPS material plays a key role in the entire aerospace industry.
During the reentry phase, the kinetic energy of the hypersonic vehicle is directly converted
into thermal energy of large magnitude. The amount of heat experienced by TPS depends
on the density, shape, position, and composition of the gases and the reentry trajectory of
the vehicle. Thus, the primary goal of the engineers is to produce a TPS with minimum
sacrifice of payload. Due to interaction with the planetary atmosphere, the vehicle’s heat
energy can be dissipated via two basic mechanisms: re-radiation and ablation. Based on the
mechanism, the TPS materials are categorized into different classes: Non-ablative TPS
(NA-TPS) or passive TPS and ablative TPS material, respectively.
Passive TPS is basically based on the use of material which undergoes no change in the
mass or main properties upon exposure hyperthermal environment. For passive TPS, reradiation is the main phenomenon used to insulate the vehicle from high aerothermal
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heating. The commonly used passive TPS materials are ceramics or particular metals, such
as tungsten or rhenium [16]. The thermal protection for the space shuttle orbiter (SSO) was
provided by ceramic-based passive TPS materials. The main challenge for the SSO heat
shield is to withstand the surface temperature in excess of ~1650℃ and to resist high
acoustic loads associated with the launch phase and structural deflection due to
aerodynamic loads [17]. Thus, a new goal was envisioned to produce a heat shield which
is lightweight, reusable, of low density, and inexpensive, and which can be used for SSO
and similarly operating space shuttles. Four different types of passive TPS were introduced
at the beginning of SSO program by NASA. They are Low-Temperature Reusable Surface
Insulation Tiles, High-Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation Tiles, the Felt Reusable
Surface Insulation Blankets, and the Reinforced Carbon-Carbon [18]. Even after years of
research, implementation of the passive TPS still remains very expensive and susceptible
to a series of practical limitations. Nonetheless, the research and development spent on the
NA-TPS promoted many breakthroughs in the field of advanced ceramics and also
influenced the development of the state-of-the-art ablative TPS materials. In this work, a
passive TPS or NA-TPS was considered, and the unknown heat flux profile was calculated
using the inverse method.

2.2

Problem Definition

The passive TPS considered in this research is a four-layered TPS consisting of top face
sheet (TFS), insulation material and bottom face sheet (BFS) as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
The properties of the TPS material used in this methods are obtained from ref [19]. Based
on the required material properties, four materials are selected for this analysis. The
material used for TFS is silicate/Nextel 720 fibers, which can withstand very high impact
and poses higher value of fracture toughness. The second layer or the first insulation layer
is made of Saffil and the second insulation layer or third layer is made of Glass-wool; these
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materials are selected based on their thermal properties. The material used for the bottom
layer or BFS is Beryllium which acts as a pure insulator.
q(t)

q(t)

x1

Ablative Material (Layer 1)

L1=2.2 mm

x2

First Insulation Material (Layer 2)

L2=18 mm

T2=Y (t)

x3
x

Second Insulation Material
(Layer 3)
T3=y(t)

L3=114 mm

Perfectly Insulated Bottom

L4=5 mm

Figure 2-1: Schematic of the Thermal protection system

2.2.1

Direct problem

In this section, a general one-dimensional problem is formulated to determine the in-depth
temperature response. In this analysis, the decomposition, formation of pyrolysis gas
convection and convection due to moving boundary conditions (BC) are assumed to be
negligible.
The general mathematical representation for a one-dimensional transient heat conduction is
given by:

C p

T   T 
 k

t x  x 

(2.1)

Subjected to BC’s

k

T
 q '' (t )
x

x0

(2.2)
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k

T
0
x

x  L(t )

(2.3)

0 x L; t 0

(2.4)

and initial condition

T ( x, 0)  To
The solution to be found for

T (t ) for t  0

(2.5)

Where  is the density and k is the thermal conductivity and C p is the specific heat of
the material which are considered as known values. T and t are the temperature and time,
respectively. To and q ''(t ) are initial temperature and transient heat flux, which are
known. The interior temperatures are determined using ANSYS.
In this analysis, the thermal model has been modeled using ANSYS Multiphysics by
applying the above-mentioned BC’s. The detailed discussion on the ANSYS model is
present in section 2.7.
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2.2.2

Inverse method

In an IHCP, the objective is to estimate the BC’s using the given interior temperature of a
standard heat conduction problem. A one-dimensional IHCP is stated as
Given:  C p

T   T 
 k

t x  x 

(2.6)

Subjected to BC’s

k

k

T
 q '' (t )
x

T
0
x

x0

(2.7)

x  L(t )

(2.8)

Initial condition

T ( x, 0)  To

0 x L; t 0

(2.9)

T ( xi , t j )  yij

x  xi

(2.10)

The solution to be found for

q ''(t ) for t  0

(2.11)

Where coefficients, L ,  , k are assumed known, and the measurement locations xi
times t j and the value yij , and the initial condition To is assumed known. The unknown
condition is q”(t).
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2.3

Direct method vs inverse method

Heat transfer problems are broadly classified into two categories: direct problems and
inverse problems. A direct problem is a well-posed problem whose model parameters and
BC’s are known, and the goal is to compute the temporal and spatial distribution of the
temperature. On the other hand, in an inverse problem, which is mathematically ill-posed,
the objective is to estimate the active boundary condition from the temperature history at
one or multiple points inside the domain are known [20]. In the case of a reentry problem,
direct measurement of temperature on the surface of the vehicle is not possible due to the
extremely high heat fluxes at the surface; however, temperature sensors can be embedded
below the hot surface and the surface heat flux can be recovered by inverse analysis [19].
The inverse analysis can estimate the surface heat flux profile from the sub-surface
temperature data. In this research, an estimation framework is developed based on digital
filter form of the Tikhonov regularization method for the application to the TPS problem to
estimate the time-dependent surface heat flux function in a near real-time fashion.

2.4

IHCP background

IHCPs have been widely studied. A variety of analytical and numerical techniques have
been developed for the solution of IHCPs, including genetic algorithm [21], Tikhonov
regularization method [20], Conjugate gradient method (CGM) [22-23] and function
specification method [24]. Inverse problems are mathematically ill-posed, meaning that
solutions of the IHCP are not unique and small perturbations in the inputs can result in a
large instability of the solution. Inverse algorithms tend to be unstable due to random noise
and measurement or modeling errors. Therefore, very accurate estimation of timedependent BC’s can be obtained with accurate measurements and prior knowledge of the
material properties. However, to overcome the uncertainties, regularization techniques are
applied to redefine the problem such that the new problem is better posed.
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One class of IHCP problems are those which uses the surface measurement temperature to
reconstruct the heat flux, such as those often employed in aerothermal heating ground
experiments [25]. In most cases, this kind of problem can be solved by techniques such as
the Cook-Felderman method [26]. However, certain limitations on the measurement
resolution lead to a noisy BC and result in many uncertainties.
IHCP solutions may be categorized as whole time domain methods and sequential
methods. Whole-time domain algorithms, use all the measurement data for the estimation
of time-dependent boundary condition profile. However, the sequential techniques only
needed limited data from the future time steps in order to evaluate the boundary condition
at the current time step. The function specification method [24] is the well-known method
with a future time algorithm. The number of future steps used in the estimation has the
same effect as the regularization approach used for the whole domain methods. The
sequential method can be computationally efficient for non-linear problems as less time is
spent to estimate the temperature and sensitivity coefficient when the initial estimate is
poor. However, neither of the methods is universally better than other, because it totally
depends on the choice of the sensitivity coefficients required for the specific problem.
Some other methods including Kalman-filter method [27], neural network algorithm
[28,29], future time filter coefficients method [30], and the calibration integral method [31]
allow estimation of active boundary condition in a sequential (near real-time) fashion.
These algorithms use data from previous time steps as well as some “future time” data
(temperature data at the times after the time interval for which the boundary condition is
being estimated) to evaluate the boundary condition at the current time step. Some
methods can handle a non-linear problem such as the physical based calibration integral
method, by spending time upfront on detailed calibration applications to achieve a near
real-time solution, whereas most of the real-time applications must assume that the system
response is linear in nature. This work focuses on the real-time estimation of the surface
heating, using the future time filter coefficient method proposed by Woodbury, et al. [30]
which is also capable for accounting for the nonlinearity of the problem due to temperature
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dependent material properties. However, in this work, it is assumed that the material
properties are constant.
Another key classification is based on the type of parameters being used for the estimation
of the unknown parameters: Boundary condition [24], geometric characteristics or initial
conditions, and model parameters like material properties [32], thus making the problem as
either a parameter estimation or function estimation problem.
The common and well-known approach is to discretize the BC in the time domain and
compute unknown BC values that minimize the least squares difference between the
measured and estimated value [33].

S  (Y - T)T (Y - T)

(2.12)

Where Y is a vector of the temperature measurement and T is a vector of estimated
temperatures for the given BC values, n is the number of measurements per sensor.

[Y  T ]T  [Y1  T1 , Y2  T2 ,...., Yn  Tn ]

(2.13)

As mentioned earlier, IHCP’s are ill-posed, and any inevitable presence of noise in the
measurement may result in poor results. Therefore, some form of smoothing regularization
technique is needed to alleviate the non-physical oscillations or the sensitivity of the
solution to data noise. One of the most popular methods of smoothing is Tikhonov
regularization, introduced by a Russian mathematician, Andrey Tikhonov [20]. This
technique involves the addition of a penalty function to the ordinary least square function
(Equation 2.12) that penalizes when elements of the solution vector vary in certain
undesirable ways. The regularization term can take many different forms depending on the
problem, but they all include a regularization parameter which must be determined to
obtain a stable solution. An alternative approach is the Alifanov’s iterative regularization
technique, in which the number of iterations plays the role of regularization and uses
iterative stopping criteria such that a stable solution is obtained [34].
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The IHCP algorithm computes the sensitivity coefficient in different ways depending on
the different methods. In most of the cases, they are computed by a finite difference or
specifically formulated sensitivity equation or by using an analytical formulation. An
example of a sensitivity equation is the adjoint equation used in the CGM.
Finally, it is noted that many early efforts to define IHCP algorithms were directed to solve
for the unknown boundary conditions. Similarly, in this work, an IHCP algorithm based on
filter method is developed to solve for the unknown boundary condition.

2.5

Literature review

A review of the literature reveals many different algorithm and approaches that have been
proposed for solving IHCP on reentry vehicles to reconstruct the heat flux profile. A brief
overview of several methods is described below:
Thermal properties of materials commonly used in the manufacturing of TPS were
estimated by K. Dowding et al. [25]. A one-dimensional square plate made of carboncarbon composite was considered as the model. The measurement temperature data was
provided by the thermocouple embedded in the model. The thermal properties of the
material were estimated from the appropriate transient temperature and heat flux by using
PROPID [35]. IHCP1D code based on function specification method was used for
estimating the surface heat flux. The results are in good agreement with the experimental
values. Moving the sensor location further away may reduce the accuracy of the algorithm.
Walker et al. [36, 37] proposed an inverse method, which accounts for both direct and
diffusive heating on a hypersonic vehicle. The authors used both one-dimensional and twodimensional solutions based on function specification method and compared the two
solutions with the experimental results. It was observed that the two-dimensional approach
has a better agreement with the experimental data.
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Smith [38] estimated surface heat flux using the recursive least-squares algorithm for a
TPS model. To test the accuracy of the algorithm, a general error analysis is performed
using different datasets. The inverse algorithm accounted for 3-D lateral conduction effect,
thereby was able to effectively reconstruct the transient heat flux distributions from surface
temperature measurements. A nonlinear inverse technique based upon a Kalman filterenhanced Bayesian backpropagation neural network (KF_B2PNN) was proposed by Chin
[27] to analyze the surface heat flux of a space shuttle upon reentry. The continuous-time
analog Hopfield neural network (CHNN) method was used to solve the direct problem.
Three different datasets were used to validate the accuracy of the algorithm and compared
with the conventional stand-alone Bayesian backpropagation neural network (B2PNN).
The estimated heat flux using the KF-B2PNN scheme is in good agreement with the target
heat flux profile compared with the stand-alone B2PNN network. The KF-B2PNN results
yield a higher order of accuracy and performance than that of the stand-alone B2PNN
network scheme calibrated using a Levenberg-Marquardt propagation algorithm. Mahzari
[39] developed an algorithm to reconstruct the aerothermal heating and heat shield thermal
response of a Pathfinder reentry vehicle using the Gauss-Newton algorithm, and a firstorder Tikhonov regularization is used to alleviate the non-physical oscillations that occur
in the boundary condition estimation. In this research, the standard FIAT was updated with
the SLA-561V Martian flight data. FIAT [40] was used to compute the in-depth
temperature response at the location of nose and shoulder and an inverse technique is
implemented to reconstruct the time-dependent surface heat flux by matching the model
predictions with the flight data. Surface properties can be estimated as a function of time.
The material properties of the substructure play a significant role in the thermal response;
thus, an accurate prediction of these properties is necessary for analyzing the future flight
instrumentation data.
A solution strategy based on physics-based calibration approach for solving onedimensional IHCP was proposed by Bryan [31]. In this analysis, a three-layer, semi-infinite
slab with constant isotropic properties were considered. In this approach, prior knowledge
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of the model material’s thermophysical properties, sensor depth, and sensor characteristics
are not required to estimate the surface heat flux. A physics based regularization technique
was employed to alleviate the oscillations in the solution, which depends on the material
properties, sensor depth, and sensor characteristics. Excellent agreement was observed
between the measured and predicted surface temperature. However, the accuracy of the
temperature data and the calibration surface heat flux measurement imposed some
limitations.
A transient inverse heat conduction analysis was performed on a 2-D square plate and on
the atmospheric reentry capsules by Toshiya et al. [41]. A direct problem was solved to
obtain temperature data using finite element analysis and the surface heat flux for a 2-D
model was reconstructed using a sequential function specification method (SFSM) method.
A reentry capsule was designed using ANSYS, and the model dimensions were obtained
from the standard Piggyback Atmospheric Reentry Technology Testbed (PARTT) [42]. In
the case of the reentry model, both SFSM and the truncated singular value decomposition
(TSVD) were used for estimating the surface heat flux. The solution of the inverse analysis
for both the test cases was in good agreement with the pre-assumed heat flux histories.
Kumar [19] proposed a non-linear inverse approach based on a Levenberg-Marquardt
method to reconstruct the aero-thermal heating and thermal protection material response of
an RLV. They considered a four-layer ITPS for the analysis. The time-dependent surface
heat flux profile was reconstructed using the in-depth temperature measured by the
thermocouples at different locations. The heat flux profile use for the analysis is developed
at NASA Langley research center. A parametric study was carried out by changing the
sensor location, it was noticed that location of the sensor does not have any significant
effect on the heat flux and in-depth temperature values. However, the thermocouples close
to the heating surface predicts more accurate results as compared to the thermocouples
away from the heating surface.
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Nenarokomov et al. [43] constructed a flux thermal sensor prototype for a flexible thermal
protection based on sublimating polymer. To estimate the external heat flux on the surface
of a rectangular parallelepiped-shaped multilayered TPS model, an algorithm was
developed based on CGM. The performance and the accuracy of the flux thermal sensor
were examined by conducting different sampling experiments. The results obtained
approved the efficiency and workability of the developed sensor prototype for solving the
thermal diagnostic problem.
Duda [44] proposed a simple inverse algorithm to estimate the transient thermal load on
the surface of a 2-D plate and on the atmospheric reentry capsule. The inverse algorithm is
based on Levenberg-Marquardt method. The measurement temperature data used in the
inverse analysis were generated using ANSYS Multiphysics software. The transient
temperature distribution and the local heat flux are reconstructed on the outer surface of a
PARTT [42] shell and are in good agreement with the actual data.

2.6

Sensitivity coefficients

IHCP algorithms are usually defined based on minimizing the sum of the squared of the
errors between the estimated and measured temperatures:

S   (Yi  Ti (q))

2

i

Where
S = objective function

qT  [q1 , q2 ,...qN ] = Vector of the unknown parameters of heat flux,

(2.14)
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Ti (q)  T (q, ti )  Estimated time-dependent temperature at the sensor location
( x  xmeasurement ) and i denotes the time step ti ,

Yi  Y (ti ) = exact or measured temperature at time,
N= total number of time steps
To minimize the objective function given by equation (2.14), the derivatives of S(q) with
respect to each of the parameters [q1 , q2 ,...qN ] of unknown heat flux must be evaluated:

S (q) S (q)
S (q)

 .... 
0
q1
q2
qmax

(2.15)

The minimization of S (q ) can be expressed as

T
S
  2(Yi  Ti (q)) i
qm
qm
i
The term

(2.16)

Ti
is the sensitivity coefficient and are often expressed in the matrix to
qm

produce the sensitivity coefficient matrix


q1

T (q)
=
qT


q2

⋮


[ qmax ]

(2.17)
[ T1

T2

… Tmax ]
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An insight of an IHCP algorithm performance can be obtained by studying the sensitivity
coefficient.

2.7

Simulation for test cases

The method presented in this paper is applied to a four-layer TPS model. A schematic of a
four-layer model is as shown in Figure 2-2.This approach can be applied to multiple layer
mediums if there are two temperature measurements available on the inner layer. In this
work, temperature data are obtained by solving a direct problem using the ANSYStransient thermal module. In order to validate the developed algorithm, two test cases were
considered. The heat flux profiles for test case 1 and test case 2 are shown in Figure 2-3
and Figure 2-5 respectively.
Layer 1

qo (t )  ?

Layer 2

q1 (t )  ?

Layer 4

Layer 3

q2 (t )  ?

T ( x2 , t )  y

T ( x1 , t )  Y

x0

x  L1

x  L1  L2

x  L1  L2  L3

X
Figure 2-2: Schematic of the four-layer model
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The material properties and the thicknesses of each layer are given in Table 1:
Table 1: Material properties of the TPS for simulations

Layers
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

Material
Aluminosilicate
Saffil
Glass-wool
Beryllium

( kg / m )

Specific
Heat
(J/kg K)

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m.K)

2.2

2525

1025

2.725

18
114
5

50
26
1850

1141
1000
1875

0.29
0.03256
203

Thickness
(mm)

Density
3

An ANSYS model is created using the transient thermal module. The material properties
are applied for each layer as given in Table 1. A geometry is created as shown in Figure
2-2 with appropriate dimensions. The generated model is meshed using ANSYS mesh with
a mesh size of ∆x= 0.001 m. In this analysis only one-dimensional heat conduction
problem is considered, thus an insulated boundary condition is applied to three sides of the
model and a transient heat flux boundary condition is applied to the top side. The triangular
heat flux shown in Figure 2-3 is used to generate the temperature values for test case 1.
The temperature data obtained from the ANSYS model at the front ( Y ) and backside ( y )
of the Layer 3 are shown in Figure 2-4. The solution is obtained for 900 sec for test case 1.
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Figure 2-3: Triangular Heat flux profile for test case 1
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Figure 2-4: Temperature measurement data for the triangular heat flux test case.
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For the second test case, a heat flux profile developed at NASA Langley Research Center
is considered. The heat flux profile is shown in Figure 2-5 and the temperature data at the
interfaces were obtained after a simulation in ANSYS. The temperature data obtained from
the ANSYS model at the front ( Y ) and backside ( y ) of the Layer 3 are shown in Figure
2-6.
The governing equation for the heat flux is given by:
''
''
''
qaero
 qcond
 qrad

(2.18)

''
''
Where qaero
is the aerodynamic heat flux applied to the top surface of the TPS, qcond
is the

''
heat flux transfer in the material, qrad
is the re-radiation heat flux term.

The emissivity is assumed to be 0.84 for this test case.
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Figure 2-5: NASA Heat Flux profile for test case 2
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Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-6 shows the temperature at the back side of the layer 3 is very
small compared to the front side of the third layer. This is due to the thickness of the third
layer and the thermal properties of each layer. In test case 2, the solution is obtained for
2200 sec.
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2500
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Figure 2-6: Temperature measurement data for the test case 2.

The temperature measurement obtained from the model is used to reconstruct the heat flux
applied to the top surface by solving three IHCP associate with the three layers of the TPS.
Finally a coupled solution is derived to estimate the heat flux on the surface of the TPS.
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Chapter 3
SOLUTION STRATEGY FOR THE IHCP
3.1.

Solution for the three-layer IHCP

Three IHCPs are solved separately for the heat flux estimation at x  0 , and eventually, a
coupled solution is derived for the three-layer problem, and the fourth layer is considered
as perfectly insulated. A schematic of the system is given in Figure 2-2. The solution is
started in the innermost layer i.e., the third layer, where the temperature measurements are
available at x2  L1  L2 , and x3  L1  L2  L3 and q 2 is the unknown heat flux at the
interface. After solving the first IHCP, the heat flux and the temperature are both known at
the interface ( q 2 and T2 ). Using these values as the boundary conditions, the second IHCP
associated with the second layer is solved, where q1 at x1  L1 is unknown. After solving
the second IHCP, the heat flux and the temperature are both known at the interface ( q1 and

T1 ). These values are used as the boundary condition, and the third IHCP associated with
the first layer is solved, where q o at x  0 is the unknown heat flux. The solution for the
two-layer problem is developed in Ref [45,46] and a similar approach is considered for
obtaining the solution for the three layer problem in this work. The step by step solution
strategy developed is described in detail below.

3.1.1

Inner layer (Layer 3)

Woodbury et al. [30] developed a solution for the IHCP when the temperature is given at
two sub-surface locations. A similar methodology is used to analyze the third layer in this
work. The two temperature histories are available at the location at x2  L1  L2 and

x3  L1  L2  L3 on layer 3. It should be noted that the location L1  L2 and L1  L2  L3
may or may not coincide with a physical boundary of the domain:
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T( x2 , t )  Y(t )

(3.1)

Τ( x3 , t )  y (t )

(3.2)

The initial condition is considered as To  273K ,

T ( x,0)  0 oC

(3.3)

The first IHCP is solved to estimate the heat flux (q2) at the interface between the two
layers 2 and 3 (at x2  L1  L2 )
k

T
( x2 , t )  q2 (t )  ?
x

(3.4)

The heat flux at the interface with the next layer is obtained by solving the first IHCP for
the inner layer. The estimated heat flux q2 will be used as a boundary condition for solving
the second IHCP.
The temperature at x2 ( L1  L2  x2  L1  L2  L3 ) is a function of the surface heat flux
q1(t) and the temperature at x  L1  L2  L3 . Through Green’s functions, the temperature
dependency can be illustrated as shown below:

T ( x2 , t ) 

t
2 t
 GX 21

q
(

)
G
(
x
,
L

L
,
t


)
d



( x2 , L1  L2  L3 , t   )  d
1
X 21 2 1
2
2  y ( )  

k2   0
 x '

 0

(3.5)

The Green’s function in this equation has a boundary condition of the second kind (heat
flux) at x  L1  L2 and the first kind (temperature) at x  L1  L2  L3 . The solution for the
above problem is designated by Cole et al. [47] as X21B10T0, which is shortened as X21.
The notation denotes a Cartesian geometry subjected to a type 2 condition at the first
boundary and a type 1 condition at the second boundary, and that the first boundary has a
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step change in value while the second boundary is homogeneous, and that the initial
condition is also homogeneous.
The heat flux component qi and qi+1, and also between the adjacent components, yi and yi+1
are considered as constant between points (step function):

q(t )  qi , ti  t  ti 1

(3.6)

ti  it

(3.7)

A solution for the X21 case with a constant heat flux, qc, at x = L1+L2 is

x  ( L1  L2 ) 
cos



m

L3
TX 21 ( x, t )  x  L1 

 exp    2  2t 
 1 

 m 2


2
qc L2
L2  m 1
m
L3 


k2

(3.8)

Where  m  (m  1 / 2) is the mth eigenvalue (m=1,2, 3…).
Similar to the above equation, the solution for a constant temperature, Tc at x = L1+L2, is
denoted by X12B10T0 (or shortly X12):

 x  ( L1  L2 )  
sin   
 
m
L3

TX 12 ( x, t )
t 



 1  2
exp    m2 2 
T
L3 
m 1


c
m


Where the Eigenvalues

(3.9)

m  (m  1/ 2) are the same as for the X21

The temperature at any location x2 ( L1  L2  x2  L1  L2  L3 ) is caused by the heat flux

q 2 at x  L1  L2 and the temperature y at x  L1  L2  L3 is
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M

M

i 1

i 1

TM  Tq , M  Ty , M   q1,i M i   yi M i

(3.10)

Where  and  are the response basis functions for the two cases. That is,

 ( x, t ) 

TX 21
;
qc

 ( x, t ) 

TX 12
Tc

(3.11 a,b)

Here  ’s can be found as i    x1 , ti     x1 , ti 1  [24], and i, similarly. Eq. (3.10)
can be described by the matrix equation of
T  X3q 2  Zy

(3.12)

Where

T1

X 3,1

q1,1

X 3,2
q1,2
T
2
T =
q2 =
XL1  L2 ,3 = X
3,3
⋮
⋮
⋮
[ Tn ]
[ q1,n ]
[ X 3,n

y =

y1
y2

[ yn ]

Z1
Z2
Z = Z3
[ Zn

0

0

…

0

0

X 3,1

0

…

0

0

…
…
…

0
⋮
X 3,2

X 3,2

X 3,1

⋮

⋮

X 3, n 1

X 3, n  2

0
Z1
Z2

0
0
Z1

0
0
0

0
0
0

Z n 1

Z n2

Z2

Z1 ]

0
⋮
X 3,1

(3.13 a,b,c)

]

(3.14 a,b)

The components of the X3 and Z matrices are related to the response basis function by
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X 2,i  i 1 , Z i  i 1

(3.15)

The X matrix of Eq. (3.13.c) is the same as the sensitivity vector in parameter estimation.
The solution for the inner layer is determined by minimization of the sum-of-squares and
Tikhonov regularization is used for stabilizing the solution between the computed and
measured (Y) values of temperature at x  L1  L2  L3 :

S  (Y  XL1  L2 ,3q2  Zy)T (Y  XL1  L2 ,3q2  Zy)  T qT2 HT Hq2
The

(3.16)

q̂ heat flux value at the interface is estimated using q 2 , by minimizing S with respect

to q 2 and is given as:

qˆ 2  [ X L1  L2 ,3T X L1  L2 ,3  T HT H]1 X L1  L2 ,3T (Y  Zy)=F3 (Y  Zy),
F3  [ X L1  L2 ,3T X L1  L2 ,3  T HT H]1 X L1  L2 ,3T
Where the

(3.17)

T is the Tikhonov regularization parameter [24]. The subscript 3 for X and F

refers to Layer 3 and the H is the first order regularization matrix. F3 is similar to filter
matrix of Ref [30]. All the above equation are dimensional.
The estimated q̂ 2 will be considered as the first known boundary condition for the IHCP
associated with Layer 2 and the second boundary condition is the temperature at the
interface which can be computed as below using the Eq. (3.13):

ˆ X
ˆ
T
2
L1  L2 ,3q 2  Zy

(3.18)

Where, again, subscript 3 for X3 in the above equation emphasize correspondence to layer
3.
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By substituting q̂ 2 from Eq. (3.17) in the above equation T̂2 can be estimated as:





Tˆ 2  X L1  L2 ,3F3 Y + Z  X L1  L2 ,3F3 Z y

(3.19)

The unknown parameters in the second IHCP is the vector of heat fluxes at the remote
surface (x= L1+L2)

3.1.2

Middle Layer (Layer 2)

The temperature at any location x1 (L1  x1  L1+ L2)is a function of the surface heat flux
q1(t) at x=L1 and q2(t) at x= L1+ L2. By analyzing the results from the inner layer (layer 3),
q2(t) is determined.
The expression for obtaining the temperature using Green’s functions [47] is as given
below:

T ( x1 , t ) 

1

t

k1  0

q1 ( )GX 22 ( x1 , L1 , t   )d 

1

t

k1  0

q2 ( )GX 22 ( x1 , L1  L2 , t   )d

(3.20)

The Green's function in this equation is a Neumann boundary condition at x=L1 and q2(t)
at x= L1+ L2.
A solution for the X22 case on applying the constant heat flux BC at x = 0 and zero heat
flux BC at x=L1 is given (this is denoted the X22B10T0 case) by [47]:
mmax
cos( m  x  L1  / L2 )
TX 22 ( x, t )  2t 1  x  L1   x  L1 
 2 


2
exp   m2  2t / L2 2 

2
2
qc L2 / k2 L2 3
L2
2 L2
m
m 1
2

(3.21)
Where  m  m is the mth eigenvalue (m=1, 2, 3…).
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The same solution can be applied to a simple change of variables for a zero heat flux at
x=0 and a constant heat flux at x=L1, i.e.,  = L1+L2– x. considering a piecewise constant
variation in the heat fluxes, the temperature can be found from the following equation.
M

M

i 1

i 1

TM  Tq1 , M  Tq2 , M   q1i  M i   q2i  M i

(3.22)

Where

 ( x1 , t ) 

TX 22 ( x1 , t )
T ( L  L2  x1 , t )
;  ( x1 , t )   X 22 1
q0
q1

(3.23 a,b)

The step basis function representation used for can be represented in the matrix form as
T  XL1  L2 ,2q1  XL1 ,2q2

(3.24)

Where,

T1

q1,1

q2,1

X L1 ,1

X L1 ,2
q
q
T
T = 2 q1 = 1,2 q 2 = 2,2 X L1 ,2 = X
L1 ,3
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
[ Tn ]
[ q1,n ]
[ q2,n ]
[ X L1 ,n

0

0

…

0

0

X L1 ,1

0

…

0

0

X L1 ,2

X L1 ,1

⋮

⋮

X L1 ,n 1

X L1 ,n2

…
…
…

0
⋮
X L1 ,2

0
⋮
X L1 ,1

]

(3.25 a, b,c,d)
The IHCP solution for Layer 2 starts with a matrix form for the sum of squares with an
added regularization term given by
T T
ˆ X q X
ˆ T ˆ
ˆ
S  (T
2
L1 ,2 1
L1  L2 ,2 q 2 ) (T2  X L1 ,2q1  X L1  L2 ,2q 2 )  T q1 H Hq1

(3.26)
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This is minimized with respect to the parameter vector q1. The estimated temperature
vector and heat flux at x = L1 + L2 are represented by the symbol T̂2 and q̂ 2 respectively
(from the solution of the IHCP in Layer 2). The initial temperature is assumed to be zero.
The Tikhonov regularization parameter is represented as T . The estimated value of the
heat flux vector, denoted q̂1 , is then given by



ˆ X
ˆ
qˆ 1  [ XTL1 ,2 X L1 ,2  T HT H ]1 XTL1,2 T
2
L1  L2 ,2 q 2







ˆ X
ˆ
 F2 T
F2  [ XTL1 X L1  T HT H ]1 XTL1 ,2
2
L1  L2 ,2 q 2 ,

(3.27)

The computed q̂ 2 and q̂1 are used to calculate the temperature at the interface and is given
as

ˆ X
ˆ
T
2
L1  L2 ,3q 2  Zy

3.1.3

(3.28)

Outer Layer (Layer 1):

The temperature at any location x (0  x0  L1) is a function of the surface heat fluxes q0(t)
and q1(t). The results from the inner layer (layer 2) analysis determine q1(t).
A solution for the X22 case with a constant heat flux at x = 0 and zero heat flux at x=L1
(this is denoted the X22B10T0 case) is [47]:
mmax
cos( m x / L1 )
TX 22 ( x, t ) 1t 1 x
x2
 2  

2
exp   m2 1t / L12 

2
2
qc L1 / k1 L1 3 L1 2L1
m
m 1

(3.29)

Where  m  m is the mth eigenvalue (m=1,2, 3,).
The same solution can be applied to a simple change of variables for a zero heat flux at x=0
and a constant heat flux at x=L1, i.e.,  = L1– x.
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The temperature response at x1 (0  x1 L1) can be found due to the heat flux histories q0 (t)
and q1 (t).Assuming piecewise constant variation in these heat fluxes, the temperature can
be calculated from
M

M

i 1

i 1

TM  Tq0 , M  Tq1 , M   q0i M i   q1i  M i

(3.30)

Where

 ( x1 , t ) 

TX 22 ( x1 , t )
T ( L  x , t )
;  ( x1 , t )   X 22 1 1
q0
q1

(3.31 a,b)

The solution can be written in a matrix form and given as:
T  X0q0  XL1 q1

(3.32)

Where

T1

q1,1

q0,1

X 0,1

X 0,2
q0,2
q1,2
T
2
T =
q1 =
q0 =
X0 = X
0,3
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
[ Tn ]
[ q1,n ]
[ q0,n ]
[ X 0,n

0

0

…

0

0

X 0,1

0

…

0

0

X 0,2

X 0,1

⋮

⋮

X 0, n 1

X 0, n  2

…
…
…

0
⋮
X 0,2

0
⋮
X 0,1

]

(3.33 a,b,c,d)
The IHCP solution for Layer 1 starts with a matrix form for the sum of squares with an
added regularization term:

S  (Tˆ 1  X0q 0  X L1 ,1qˆ 1 )T (Tˆ 1  X0q 0  X L1,1 qˆ 1 )  T qT0 HT Hq 0

(3.34)
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This is minimized with respect to the parameter vector q0. The estimated temperature
vector and heat flux at x = L1 are denoted by the symbol Tˆ1 and q̂0 respectively (from the
solution of the IHCP in Layer 2). The initial temperature is assumed to be zero. The
Tikhonov regularization parameter is represented as T . The estimated value of the heat
flux vector, denoted q̂0 , is then given



ˆ  X qˆ
qˆ 0  [ XT0 X0  T HT H ]1 XT0 T
1
L1 ,1 1







(3.35)

ˆ  X qˆ , F  [ XT X   HT H ]1 XT
 F1 T
1
L1 ,1 1
1
0
0
T
0

3.1.4

Coupled solution

To achieve a single expression for the three-layer IHCP, Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.27) is
substituted in Eq. (3.35) as a result following coupled equation is obtained. An expression
valid for perfect contact between the layers is:



qˆ 0  F1 Tˆ 1  X L1 ,1qˆ 1


 F X



qˆ 0   F1X 2, L1  L2 F2
1

2, L1  L2

 I  X

2, L1







F3  F1X 2, L1  L2 F3  F1X1, L1 F2 X 2, L1  L2 F3  I  Y



F2 X 2, L1  L2 F3 Z+F1X2, L1 F3 Z  F1 X1, L1 F2 X2, L1  L2 F3 Z y

=FY  Gy

(3.36)
The above equation is dimensional quantity: F units of W/m2-k has, X has units of Km2/W and Z is dimensionless. Note that many of the solutions for the heat conduction
problem for different geometries are in dimensionless form [48]. The equation.(3.36) can
be written in dimensionless form. The relation between dimensional quantities and
dimensionless quantities by different thermal properties in the three regions are defined as
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below and each layer is non-dimensionalized by using its own thickness and
thermophysical properties and are denoted with a tilde ‘῀’, are:

Since Z is dimensionless and is Tx1 / TL2 so

By substituting and simplifying the above equation (3.36) and can be written as:
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3.3.

Filter coefficients

The concept of filter form of the Tikhonov regularization method as a near-real-time
solution for IHCPs was described in Ref [24]. The detail explanation is presented in ref
[30] by Woodbury et al. In general, the solution of the heat flux at any time is affected by
recent temperature and a limited number of future time steps. The temperature history of
the distant past and far future do not impose any significant impact of the physics in the
present.
The filter matrix has a number of fascinating characteristics. The rows of the matrix have
same values except for the first few rows and last few, but are shifted over by a one-time
step. Also, there are only a few significant values in each row of the filter matrix and other
values are approaching zero. A detailed description of the filter matrix is given in the
following sections. In Eq. 3.36, F and G are filter matrices. A general structure of the filter
matrix is given below:

The value of surface heat flux at time step M, can be found using temperature measurement
data at x = x1 location (Y) and at x = x2 location (y) as below:

qˆM 

mp m f


j 1

( f jYM  m f  j  g j yM  m f  j )

(3.42)
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Where f’s and g’s are the elements of one row of the filter matrices F and G respectively,
mf represents the number of significant filter coefficients after the current time step (future
time steps) and mp is the number of significant filter coefficients prior to the current time
step.
A depict of 500th, 600th, and 700th rows of the matrices in eq. (3.42) (the f and g filter
coefficients for the test case 1) are shown in Figure 3-1 considering the first order
Tikhonov parameter values of 0.01, and for the time step of 0.5 sec:
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Filter Coefficients, f
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Figure 3-1: Some of the rows of the F filter matrix; αT = 0.01, mp= 400, mf =120,∆t =0.5s

As mentioned earlier, the rows of the filter matrices are similar but shifted in time. Figure
3-1 depicts the similarities in the row of the f-filter coefficients. Both ends of the filter
coefficients approach zero.
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From the Figure 3-2, it is noticed that the g-filter coefficients are similar but shifted in time
as well. However, in this case, only one end approaches to zero. This is because the third
layer is relatively thick which makes a rather long delay in the response time on the remote
sensor. This delay translates into a large number of non-zero terms prior to the current time
step (large mp). More time steps are needed to notice a similar pattern like f-filter
coefficients. It should also be noted that there are only a few non-zero values in the filter
coefficients. The number of non-negligible coefficients before and after the current time
step is denoted as m p and m f respectively.
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1000
Dimensionless Time

1200

1400

1600

Figure 3-2: Some of the rows of the g filter matrix; αT = 0.01, mp= 400, mf =120,∆t =0.5s

The number of m p and m f required cannot be selected randomly because they depend on
the boundary conditions, material properties, sensor location, time step and regularization
parameter. The filter coefficients must be examined to determine m p and m f . m p is the
number of non-negligible values before the current time step and m f is the number of non-
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negligible values after the current time step. It is assumed that any filter coefficients equal
to or less than ɛ = 5.27E-06 can be considered negligible, which give a stable solution.
Considering the material properties given in Table 1, the time step of 0.5 s and Tikhonov
regularization parameter of αT =0.01, the F and G filter coefficients are determined. As
mentioned earlier, there are only a few non-negligible values ahead of the current time step
and this determined the m f . Taking a closer look at Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2, the mf is
120 and 80 for f and g respectively. So the maximum value of 120 is used for calculations.
It should be noted that the smaller the m f value is the closest the solution to the real time.
In this case, there are several factors that might lead to the bigger m f value i.e., the
thickness of the layers, sensor location, Tikhonov regularization parameter, time step, and
etc. Similarly, m p can be determined by close inspection of the filter coefficients. m p are
350 and 400 for f and g respectively, so, maximum value is considered for calculation. It
should be noted the bigger value of m p does not affect how fast the algorithm can operate
and it only decides how many data points must be used from the previous time steps to
estimate the heat flux at the current time.
For this kind of problem (i.e, for the fixed sensor location) the regularization has a
significant impact on the m p and m f that is being used. Thus, to accurately determine the
heat flux at the surface, the regularization parameter should be carefully selected. Hence, to
achieve a stable and accurate solution with less errors it is important to appropriately select
the order of magnitude of the regularization parameter as mentioned by Woodbury and
Beck [30].
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3.2.

Results and discussion for the three-layer IHCP

To demonstrate the solution method, two test cases are developed in ANSYS for the threelayer one-dimensional conduction problem. The properties of each layer are given in Table
1. A known heat flux is applied to the surface of the first layer while the initial temperature
is assumed as 273K. The sensor is located at x  L1  L2 and x  L1  L2  L3 .

3.3.1.

Test case 1:

The generated temperature from the ANSYS simulation for the test case 1 is shown in
Figure 2-4.

Figure 3-3: Heat Flux estimation for test case 1. First order Tikhonov regularization αT = 0.01,
mp= 400, mf =120,∆t =5 s
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The heat flux at the surface of the outer layer (Layer 1) is estimated using the whole
domain solution Eq. (3.38) and the filter solution (eq.(3.42))and compared with the results
from the ANSYS simulation in Figure 3-3. To show the deviation of results from the exact
heat flux, the results are plotted for every 5 seconds (the calculation was performed for 0.5
second time step but for demonstration purposes the heat flux is plotted for every 5
seconds). The RMS error for each test case is calculated and is given as
1

ERMS

2
 n
2
  (qactual  qestimated ) 

  i 1
n





(3.43)

Where n is the number of time steps for which heat flux is calculated.
It can be seen from Figure 3-3, the IHCP whole domain method is in good agreement with
the filter solution and they both match well with the heat flux results from the ANSYS
simulation data. The average deviation (RMS) of the estimated heat flux from the exact
solution is 57.65 W/m2 and 99.2 W/m2 for whole domain method and filter method
respectively which is much smaller compared to the peak value 10,000 W/m2. The
percentage of RMS error over the average heat flux for the whole domain method and the
filter method are 1.1% and 1.8% respectively. The m p and m f are found to be 400 and
120 for this test case. The stability of the solution is investigated by introducing a
measurement random error of 0.5% of average temperature to the measurement data and
the compares the exact values with estimated values. The influence of measurement error
considered for the analysis is as shown in Figure 3-4. A comparison between the actual
heat flux and the estimated heat flux with the error signifies that the present algorithm is
not sensitive to the measurement errors and a decent solution can still be achieved. The
RMS between the estimated values of errors and actual heat flux is 160 W/m2 and 230
W/m2 for the whole domain solution and the filter solution, respectively. The value of
regularization parameter is 0.5 for this test case. The  T is determined by minimizing the
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RMS error between exact heat flux and the estimated heat flux. The percentage of RMS
error of the average heat flux with an error for the whole domain method and the filter
method is 3.27% and 4.3% respectively.

Figure 3-4: Estimated heat flux for data with 0.5% error for the test case 1; αT = 0.5, mp= 500,
mf =142,∆t =5 s

3.3.2.

Test case 2:

In this section, the results obtained for the test case 2 (i.e., the heating profile developed at
NASA Langley research is applied on the surface of the TPS) is presented. The test case 2
is also generated using the ANSYS simulation for three-layer one-dimensional heat
conduction problem. All the sides of the ANSYS model are insulated except the front face
(which is subject to the heat flux), thus it is considered as a one-dimensional problem. The
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properties of the material for this test case is similar to the test case 1 and is presented in
Table 1.
The temperature data are obtained at the location at x  L1  L2 and x  L1  L2  L3 used
as the input for the IHCP solution. The optimal regularization parameter T  0.1 and
time step 0.5sec is considered in this case.
As mentioned earlier there are only a few non-negligible values ahead of the current time
step and this determined the m f . Taking a closer look at Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6, the mf
is 130 and 140 for f and g respectively. So the maximum value of 180 is used for
calculations. Similarly, m p can be determined by close inspection of the filter coefficients.

mp are 550 and 610 for f and g respectively, so maximum value is considered for
calculation. It is assumed that any filter coefficients equal to or less than ɛ = 2.53E-05 can
be considered as negligible. The coefficients are the 1000th row of the F and G filter
matrices for this problem are depicted in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6. The heat flux obtained
at the surface from the filter solution and whole domain solution are plotted against each
other and compared with the exact solution in Figure 3-7
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Figure 3-5: Non-zero f filter coefficients for test case 2; αT = 0.01, mp= 610, mf =140, ∆t = 0.5 s

It can be observed from the results that the solution of filter approach and whole domain
approach are in good agreement with each other and also with the ANSYS simulation
results. Similarly, the RMS error of the calculated heat flux with respect to the exact
solution is determined as 576 W/m2 and 2468 W/m2 for the whole domain approach and
filter solution respectively which is significantly smaller than the peak heat flux value of
128,500 W/m2. The percentage of RMS error over the average heat flux for both the whole
domain method and the filter method are 0.7% and 2.94% respectively. The regularization
parameter is selected as 0.01 for this test case to minimize the RMS error between the
actual heat flux with respect to the filter and whole time domain method. The RMS error,
in this case, is higher than the RMS error for the test case 1 because of the larger time
period and larger values of heat fluxes for test case 2.
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Figure 3-6: Non-zero g filter coefficients for test case 2; αT = 0.01, mp= 610, mf =140, ∆t = 0.5 s

The stability of the solution is investigated by introducing a measurement error of 0.5% of
average temperature to the measurement data and the compares the exact values with
estimated values. The influence of measurement error considered for the test case 2 is as
shown in Figure 3-8. The RMS between the estimated values of errors and actual heat flux
is 1,306 W/m2 and 2,660 W/m2 for the whole domain solution and the filter solution,
respectively. The value of regularization parameter is 0.5 for this test case.  T is
determined by minimizing the RMS error between exact heat flux and the estimated heat
flux. The percentage of RMS error of the average heat flux with an error for the whole
domain method and the filter method is 1.5% and 3.1% respectively.
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Figure 3-7: Estimated Heat flux and Actual Heat Flux profile for the test case 2; αT = 0.01,
mp= 610,mf =140, ∆t = 10 s
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Figure 3-8: Estimated heat flux for data with 0.5% error for the test case 1; α T = 0.5, mp= 610,
mf =140,∆t =10 s

3.3.

Two-layer solution

A parametric study is carried out by changing the sensor location and the detail explanation
is presented in Chapter 4. In this section, the solution of the two-layer is presented and the
results are discussed in Chapter 4. The schematic of the two-layer model is shown in
Figure 4-1.
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The temperature values at the innermost layer are available (layer 2) for x  x1 and x  x2 ,
whereas the temperature and the heat flux on the outer surface are unknown (layer 1) for

x  xo .
The solution strategy for the two-layer IHCP consist of two IHCP’s solved separately for
the heat flux at x=0 and eventually coupled to derive a solution for the two-layer problem.
The first IHCP is solved to obtain a solution for the inner layer, where the two temperature
measurements are available and q1 is the unknown heat flux at the interface. After solving
the first IHCP, the heat flux q0 is estimated using the heat flux and temperature from first
IHCP solution. The detail explanation of the analysis of presented below.

3.4.1

Inner layer

The solution strategy for the inner layer is similar to the solution of the three-layer model.
Two temperature measurements are available at the x=x1 and x=L1+L2 on layer 2.
The solution of the first layer determines the heat flux at the interface with the next layer
which then will be considered as the BC for the solving the second IHCP.
qˆ 1  [ X2T X2  T HT H]1 X2T ( Y  Zy)=F2 ( Y  Zy),
F2  [ X2T X 2  T HT H]1 X 2T

3.4.2

(3.44)

Outer layer

Similarly, the temperature at any location x ( 0  x  L1 ) is a function of the surface heat
flux q0 (t) and q1 (t).
The solution for the outer layer is determined by minimization of the sum-of-squares and
Tikhonov regularization is used for stabilizing the solution between the computed and
measured values of temperature at x  L1 :

S  (Tˆ1  X0q0  XL1 qˆ 1 )T (Tˆ1  X0q0  XL1 qˆ 1 )  T qT0 HT Hq 0

(3.45)
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The q̂ heat flux value at the interface is estimated using q1 , by minimizing S with respect
to q0 and is given as:

ˆ  X qˆ )=F (T
ˆ  X qˆ ),
qˆ 0  [ X0T X0  T HT H]1 X0T (T
1
L1 1
1
1
L1 1
F1  [ X0T X0  T HT H]1 X0T

(3.46)

All the above equations are dimensional.

3.4.3

Coupled solution for two-layer model

Similar to the three-layer IHCP a coupling solution is derived to achieve a single
expression for two-layer model

qˆ 0 = F1Tˆ 1 - F1 X L (F2 Y - F2 Zy)
= F1 (X 2 + XL )F2 Y + F1 (Z - X 2 F2 Z - X L F2 Z)y
 FY + Gy
The solution can be non-dimensionalized using its own thickness and thermophysical
properties, the dimensionless quantities are represented with a tilde ‘  ’, are:

After substituting and simplifying the equation can be written as:

(3.47)
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Chapter 4
PARAMETRIC STUDY
In this chapter, the inverse algorithm developed in chapter 3 is modified to analyze the
effect of parameters including the sensor location and the thickness of the innermost layer
(layer 3).

4.1

Sensor location

The sensor location has a significant effect on both sensitivity coefficients and the filter
coefficients. As mentioned earlier the mp and mf depend on the boundary conditions,
material properties, sensor location, and time step and regularization parameter. Thus the
sensor location is changed from layer three to layer two and a similar algorithm is solved to
examine the effects. In this case, a two-layer model is developed in ANSYS to generate the
temperature measurement to reconstruct the heat flux from the two-layer algorithm. The
solution strategy of the two-layer model is presented in section 3.4 in Chapter 3. In this
section, a detail discussion of the results is presented. The schematic of the two-layer
model is depicted in

Figure 4-1
q(t)
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Ablative Material (Layer 1)
T2=Y (t)
First Insulation Material (Layer 2)

L1=2.2 mm
L2=18 mm

T3=y(t)

x3
x

Second Insulation Material
(Layer 3)

L3=114 mm

Perfectly Insulated Bottom

L4=5 mm

Figure 4-1: Schematic of the two-layer model.
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Similar to the previous chapter, the solution for the two-layer model is tested using two
numerical cases. For the test case 1 and 2, the material properties are same and are
presented in Table 1. The triangular heat flux is considered for the test case 1 and NASA
Heat flux profile for the test case 2. The results obtained are given as below.

4.1.1

Test case 1:

Figure 4-4 shows the heat flux profile for a time step of 0.5 sec for sensor location at

x1  L1 and x2  L1  L2 . The more accurate solution is obtained from sensor location
closest to the heating surface. The f filter coefficients of the middle column are plotted in
Figure 4-2 for modified sensor location. The middle column of the G matrix for the twolayer model has illustrated in Figure 4-3. It indicates that the value of the g are
predominantly negative.
In both cases for the three-layer and two-layer model, the filter coefficients for f is the
largest. Also, the Tikhonov regularization has an impact on the filter coefficients,
increasing  T results in an increase in the range of the filter coefficients. Also, the
increases in  T , decreases the magnitude of the filter coefficients. The maximum number
of non-zero values of the filter coefficients increase as the Tikhonov parameter decreases.
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Figure 4-2: Non-zero f filter coefficients for test case 1;  T  0.01 , mp= 125, mf =25, t  0.5s
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Figure 4-3: Non-zero g filter coefficients for test case 1;  T  0.01 , mp= 125, mf =25, t  0.5s
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As mentioned earlier there are only a few non-negligible values ahead of the current time
step and this determined the m f . Taking a closer look at Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3, the mf
is 25 and 15 for f and g respectively. So the maximum value of 25 is used for calculations.
It should be noted that the smaller the m f value is the closest the solution to the real time.
Therefore, in the test case 1, changing the sensor location has a significant effect on the
value of mf , a reduction by a factor of 10 compared to the sensor located at layer 3 can be
noticed. Similarly, m p can be determined by close inspection of the filter coefficients. m p
are 100 and 125 for f and g respectively, so maximum value is considered for calculation.
It is assumed that any filter coefficients equal to or less than ɛ = 9.78E-05 can be
negligible. The mp for the sensor located at the layer 2 is much smaller compared with the
sensors located at layer 3. However, in this analysis, the surface recession is neglected but
in real time scenario the ablative surface of the TPS recede, thus the sensor must be placed
far away from the receding surface and near to the heating surface to obtain stable and
accurate results. The average deviation (RMS) of the estimated heat flux from the exact
solution is 20.36 W/m2 and 18.52 W/m2 for whole domain method and filter method
respectively which is much smaller compared to the peak value 10,000 W/m2. The
percentage of RMS error over the average heat flux for the whole domain method and the
filter method are 0.4% and 0.37% respectively. The RMS error for this configuration is less
compared to the previous configuration in which the sensors were placed near the third
layer. Therefore, placing sensor near the heating surface gives more accurate results with a
time delay of approximately 12s.
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Figure 4-4: Estimated and Actual Heat Flux profile for the test case 1;  T  0.01 ,
mp= 125, mf =25, t  5s
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4.1.2

Test case 2:

In this case, the heat flux profile given in Figure 2-5 is used to produce the temperature
measurement and are used in the two-layer algorithm to reconstruct the heat flux profile.
The F and G filter coefficient obtained for the test case 2 is given in Figure 4-5 and Figure
4-6. From the figures, it can be noticed that the magnitude of the f filter coefficient is
decreased due to the change in the Tikhonov regularization parameter  T  0.5 . A
significant change in the m p and m f values are also noticed. For the test case 2, the m p
and m f are 120 and 50 respectively. Compared with the three-layer model the m p and m f
values are smaller for the two-layer model. Thus changing the sensor location near to the
heating surface provides more accurate and stable results with less computation time.
Similar to previous cases, the whole domain Tikhonov method and the sequential method
based on filter coefficients are used and compared. The results for the time step of 0.5 sec
and  T  0.5 are shown in Figure 4-7. A good agreement between the Tikhonov wholedomain method and the filter analysis can be noticed.
Similarly, the RMS error of the calculated heat flux with respect to the exact solution is
determined as 254 W/m2 and 968 W/m2 for the whole domain approach and filter solution
respectively which is significantly smaller than the peak heat flux value of 128,500 W/m2.
The percentage of RMS error over the average heat flux for both the whole domain method
and the filter method are 0.3% and 1.1% respectively
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Figure 4-5: Non-zero f filter coefficients for test case 2;  T  0.5 , mp= 120, mf =50, t  0.5s
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Figure 4-6: Non-zero g filter coefficients for test case 2 ;  T  0.5 , mp= 120, mf =50, t  0.5s
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Figure 4-7: Estimated and Actual Heat Flux profile for the test case 2 ;  T  0.5 , mp= 120,
mf =50, t  10s

4.2

Thickness

The thickness of the TPS is also an important parameter that influences the filter method
and the filter coefficients. To study the effects of the thickness on the response time of the
solution, the thickness of the third layer (second insulation layer) is varied from 114mm to
5mm. The g and f filter coefficients for the thicknesses 114mm,80mm,50mm,30mm,
15mm, 5mm are presented in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 respectively. The heat flux from
the test case 1 is used in this analysis. It is noticed that the f-filter coefficients remain same
for all the thicknesses except for the 5mm thickness of the Layer 3. The changing of the
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thickness of the third layer does not affect the f filter coefficients. However, the g-filter
coefficients vary with a change in the thickness of the third layer. The magnitude of the gfilter coefficients increases as the thickness decreases. This is expected as the remote
sensor gets closer to the surface and will have a more significant impact on the results.

Figure 4-8: Non-zero g filter coefficients for test case 1 with varying thickness
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Figure 4-9: Non-zero f filter coefficients for test case 1 with varying thickness

The regularization parameter should be optimized using the known heat flux and
corresponding temperatures prior to the calculation of the unknown heat flux. The value of
mf is small and remains constant. However, a significant change in the mp can be noticed.
This is due to the change in the g filter coefficients. As we know, g filter coefficients play
an important role in estimating the mp value, therefore a change in the g filter coefficients
has a direct impact on the mp values. It can be observed that changing the thicknesses has
an impact on  T , regularization parameter has to be adjusted to obtain the optimal
regularization parameter which accounts for the change in the thickness. The mp , mf and
regularization parameter for each thickness are given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Parameters of the filter method for different thickness

Thickness of the
third layer
114 mm
80 mm
50 mm
30mm
15 mm
5mm

Number of
past time
steps (mp)
400
390
350
340
300
290

Number of
future
time steps
(mf)
120
120
120
120
120
120

Regularization parameter (  T )
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, a filter based solution was developed and successfully tested to estimate heat
flux on the surface of a reentry vehicle. For this purpose, three IHCPs are investigated: one
for the inner insulation layer, one for the middle insulation layer, and one for the front
layer. A coupled solution is then developed and written in the filter form to estimate the
unknown heat flux. A Tikhonov regularization is used for stabilizing the solution.
The filter method is tested using two numerical cases one with the triangular heat flux and
one with the heat flux developed at NASA facility. For both cases, constant material
properties were assumed. The surface recession and decomposition are neglected. The
developed algorithm can estimate the unknown heat flux in a near real-time fashion with
only 60-second delay. The results from the proposed method demonstrate a good
agreement with the ANSYS simulation. A parametric study is carried out to account for the
change in sensor location and thickness of the third layer. Placing the sensors near to the
heating surface allows to estimate the unknown heat flux in a near real-time fashion with
only 12-seconds delay. Despite the different arrangements of the sensor, the proposed
method is capable to accurately predict the aero-thermal heating on the surface of a TPS.
Based on the average RMS error, the sensor close to the heating surface predicts more
accurate results as compared to the sensors away from the heating surface.
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5.2

Recommendations for future work

Several future works are proposed as given below
1. During the reentry phase, the surface of the TPS is exposed to an elevated
temperature due to which the material properties of the TPS changes significantly
which introduces non-linearity to the problem. Therefore, to predict the
aerothermal heating on the surface accurately, the variation temperature dependent
material properties must be accounted. Thus, an improvised algorithm should be
developed which account for the non-linear material properties. Filter coefficient
approach allows accounting for temperature dependent material properties as
presented in Ref [46,49].
2.

Currently, in this work, the ablation phenomenon, decomposition and moving
boundary condition are neglected. In the real world scenario, the ablative material
undergoes a phase change and a part of the surface material is sacrificed to
dissipate the heat and blocking the heat from reaching the subsurface. Therefore,
the algorithm must be modified to account for the ablation and moving boundary
condition on the surface of the ablative material.

3. Detailed parametric study have to be conducted by accounting for different
material properties.
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